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Why Should You Attend?

Effectively align STRONG LEADERSHIP with INNOVATIVE BUSINESS STRATEGIES to ensure better care, smarter spending, healthier people and happier providers.

#1 meeting to improve your practice and service line!
Addressing ACC Member’s Needs

- Business of Medicine
- Operational Excellence and Quality Improvement
- Leadership
- Workforce Well-Being
2 Essential Pre Conference Sessions

• Learning Primer: Understanding the Business Language of Cardiology in the QPP Era
• Strategic Leadership: Plotting Your Course Regardless of Your Size or System

And, Over 30 Intensive Workshops Including Basic and Advanced Sessions
3 Crucial Mini Intensives

• An in-depth look at:
  – QPP and Improving Your Scores
  – Your Career Continuum
  – Cardiac Episodes of Care
Plenary Sessions Focusing on

• High Performing CV Programs
• Disruptive Innovations
• Highly Reliable Organizations
• Clinician Resilience and Joy
• Procedural Excellence and Population Health Management
New This Year!

• Storyboard Poster Presentations
  – Share your team’s quality successes!
  – Submit your abstracts today at ACC.org/CVSummit18

• Joint Workshops with
  – HFSA
  – HRS
  – SCAI
Who Should Attend?

• ALL Practices and Institution Types
  – Private
  – Integrated
  – Academic

• Bring Your ENTIRE Leadership Team!
  – Cardiovascular Clinicians
  – Physician Executives
  – Hospital and Practice Administrators
  – Service Line Leaders
  – Cardiovascular Team Members
  – Future Leaders
Come to the Summit!

- **Best education** for you and your entire leadership team
- **Best networking** opportunity — meet others facing the same challenges you are
- Small group workshops
- Dynamic teaching methods

Our Members Asked for Help — The Summit Delivers It!
Come to the Summit!

Visit

ACC.org/CVSummit18

for more information!